Programs are presented to plot the gross three-dimensional structure of the DNA double helix with the base sequence as input information. The rules that determine the overall structure of the double helix are those that predict the dependence of local helix parameters (specifically, helix twist angle and relative basepair roll angle) on sequence. For this purpose, the user can select either the Calladine-Dickerson parameters or the Tung-Harvey parameters. These programs can be used as tools to investigate the variation of DNA tertiary structure with sequence, which may play an important role in the sequence-specific recognition of DNA by proteins.
INTRODUCTION
Source programs are available in either of two formats. Requests for tapes in standard card image format should be directed to CST at Los Alamos, while VAX VMS format versions are available from SCH in Birmingham. There is no charge, and programs will be supplied upon receipt of a self-addressed mailing label and a blank tape. These programs can be used to search for specific gross structural features in known DNA sequences. It can also be easily modified to look for the optimum sequence which comes closest to some specific predetermined three-dimensional structure.
